NOW HIRING!
Jacobson’s Greenhouse is looking for a few highly motivated, energetic, and committed employees for
our spring/summer 2019 season. The following positions are available.

Customer Service Representative: FULL and or PART TIME positions available. Duties will include but are not
limited to customer service in a VERY busy retail store, basic plant care and planting, cleaning and organizing,
restocking and carry out. This person must be physically fit and able to stand for up to 12 hours a day. They must
be able to lift 50lbs. They also must be VERY COMMITED; because of our short season it is highly important that
you are here when scheduled to learn what you need to learn in a short amount time. This position is seasonal, so
it is long hours and 7 days a week at times. Estimated time frame for job is April 1-July. Basic plant knowledge is
helpful but not necessary if you are motivated to learn and catch on quickly. Starting pay is based on performance.

Cashier: FULL TIME. Duties will include but are not limited to cashier with a basic register. Background check
required. You must be able to correctly count money, count it back to customers and multitask, customer service in
a VERY busy retail store, basic plant care and planting, cleaning and organizing, restocking and carry out. This
person must be physically fit and able to stand for up to 12 hours a day. They also must be VERY COMMITED;
because of our short season it is highly important that you are here when scheduled to learn what you need to
learn in a short amount time. This position is seasonal, so it is long hours and 7 days a week at times. Estimated
time frame for job is April 1-July. Basic plant knowledge is helpful but not necessary if you are motivated to learn
and catch on quickly. Starting pay is based on performance.

Morning Waterer/Morning Customer Service Representative: FULL TIME. Duties will include but are not limited to
the complete watering of our retail store and surrounding area daily. This is an EARLY MORNING position and
seasonal. Typical hours are 6am to Noon or later. Early morning would consist of watering by yourself with
instruction, and then switch to customer service for the remaining scheduled time. Experience is more than
welcome, but on the job training is provided. They must be able to pay attention to detail, accept constructive
criticism (watering a greenhouse is hard to learn) and be self-motivated. They also must be VERY COMMITED;
because of our short season it is highly important that you are here when scheduled to learn what you need to
learn in a short amount time. Estimated time frame for job is April 15 – Mid June. Starting pay is based on
performance.

Applicants can drop off a resume (not an application), IN PERSON, to Jacobson’s Greenhouse.
500 N Lucus Rd. Wasilla, Alaska 99654 March 1st-March 15th. Interviews to follow.
Do not Email or DM resumes. They will not be accepted.
Please be sure to include which position(s) you are interested in, and what your availability will be.

